
TO:
ATTN:
JOB: HIGH SCHOOL

Client Name
Address

Phone, etc

PLANS DATED: 12/2/08 PRELIM.
ADDENDA: None

PROPOSAL Pa!!e 1 of 4 December 23. 2008

Base Bid: Labor and Materials for Drywall (GWB), Light Gauge Framing, Insulation at our Work, Acoustic
Ceilings and Acoustic Wall Panels, per CSI Sections below.

For the Lump Sum Price of (around $2 million)

Breakdown for accounting purposes only:
Building 1. $
Building 2 $
Building 3 $
Building 4 $
All other buildings EXCLUDED
Format for Alternates & Options Below ... $ Bldg 1, $ Bldg 2, $ Bldg 3, $ Bldg 4.

Alternates (excluded unless noted below):
No.8. Tectum 1-1/2" Panels at Mech. Rooms ...$17,130.00, $3,371.00, $59,334.00, $7,569.00.
Total Alternate 8 Tectum for all buildings ... $87,404.00.

CLARIFICATIONS:
A. Section 0540~old Formed Metal Framine (CFMF):

1. We include work of this section for exterior framing where noted below.

2. At detail2/A406, we include 362S162-54 studs @ 16" DC, with 362T125-54 top and bottom track and with
on row of 150U50-54 bridging at mid-height. Wall occurs between referenced 71 and 72/A603 at l/A105.

3. At detail 51A450, we include 362S 162-43 studs @ 16" DC, with 362T125-43 top and bottom track.

4. At exterior metal panel ceilings, at details 1 and 2/A402, etc, we include 150U50-54 channels @ 48" DC and
087F125-33 channels @ 24" DC, suspended with #9 hanger wires and 150U50-54 uplift bracing at 48" DC.

5. No other exterior framing. No load-bearing interior framing. No work at walkways or canopies.

6. We exclude engineered shop drawings. (We need wind design criteria.)

a. To provide engineered shop drawings for exterior framing, but excluding heavier gauge material,
closer spacing or additional work that may be required by our engineer, add $4.770.00 (all buildin!!s
combined).

7. We include 090 coating at framing behind brick, and 060 coating elsewhere, per paragraph 2.2.8.3.
8. We exclude CFMF material for other trades.

9. We include %" COX plywood at back side of parapet at 2/A406 (per 71/A603) and Y;z" Oensglass sheathing
elsewhere at vertical framing noted above. No sealants or weather barriers.

10. We exclude all red-iron, bolts, embeds, welding, miscellaneous metals, coping and flashing.

B. Section 07210-Buildine Insulation (at our work onlv):
1. We include R-13 foil faced, FS-25 insulation at metal stud exterior walls where shown. Insulation is held in

place with 2-sided tape or spray adhesive. No other supplemental supports. No 5" flanges.
2. We exclude all other insulation and vapor barriers not noted above. No thermal insulation at ceilings, no

rigid insulation, no board insulation, no sill sealer, etc. (Sound insulation is in 09255 below.)
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C. Section 07841-Fire Stoppine (at our work onlv):

1. We include fire rated head of wall and base of wall joints at fire rated metal stud walls. Head of wall joints
are based on UL# HW-D-0042 (perpendicular to deck) and HW-D-0049 (parallel to deck), in lieu ofHW-D
0001 specified (0001 does not comply with note 7 on sheet A501). Base of wall joints are UL# BW-S-0013.

2. No fire stopping at MEP penetrations, electrical outlets, CMU walls or for other trades. No putty pads at
outlets. No stencils or labels.

a. To provide stencils at metal stud walls only, add $6.444.00. $875.00. $1.466.00. $1.222.00.

D. Section 09255-Interior NLB Lieht Gauee Framine:
1. We include interior NLB framing in sizes, gauges and spacing indicated on sheet A50 I, Note 3, with G40

galvanized coating. We exclude 18 gauge interior studs, except where required to meet limiting height
requirements of L/240 @ 5 PSF, per Note 3 on A50 I.

2. Soffits and bulkheads are framed with 362S 125-18 studs @ 16" oc.
3. We include 2" leg top track for vertical deflection at interior walls that go to deck, but not at soffits and

bulkheads. Top track at walls to deck is 18 gauge (43 mils), per SSMA technical note I, Figure 6.

4. No engineering or shop drawings on interior rraming. No resilient channels (none shown on plans).

5. No fire blocking at ceilings (not required in non-combustible walls, per FBC 705.3.1.3).

6. No horizontal bridging at interior rraming. No wood or metal backing or blocking.

a. To provide 4" 20 gauge (30 mils) flat strap backing at Note 8 items on sheet A50 I and at wall
mounted items shown on architectural plans, add $4.538.00 (Buildinl! I).

7. We install your welded hollow metal door rrames in metal stud walls. Door rrames are received, inventoried,
stored and stocked to locations by others. No grouting door rrames. No access panels.

8. Framing is attached to concrete with 3/4" Track-fast pins. No expansion anchors or concrete inserts.

9. We include 30 mil rraming behind all abuse resistant GWB (required by manufacturer).

E. Section 09255--Gvpsum Wall Board (GWB):
1. We include Durock at metal stud shower walls to tile height, not at CMU. No finishing or sealing of Durock.

2. We include moisture resistant MR (Greenboard) GWB where scheduled. We include abuse resistant VHI
GWB where scheduled, to 9' height, finished per USG "Category 2." All other GWB is 5/8" type x.

3. We include splatter knockdown finish at all exposed GWB on walls. No primer or textures. We include
Level 4 finish at exposed GWB ceilings.

4. We include sound caulk at perimeter of our work, at insulated walls only, per ASTM C 919. No sound caulk
at MEP or other penetrations, electrical outlets or for other trades. No exposed caulking.

5. We include full thickness, unfaced fiberglass sound blanket insulation, rriction fit in metal stud cavities where
shown on A50 I. Only where studs are not faced on both sides, unfaced insulation is held in place with
continuous horizontal 12 gauge wire strung through stud cut-outs @ 24" OC vertically.

6. We include 3-1/2" unfaced fiberglass sound batts laid on GWB ceilings 48" out rrom walls where shown.

F. Section 09511-Acoustical Ceilines:
1. All ACT is ACT-I (paragraph 3.5.A) unless noted otherwise on Finish Schedule (A-801 to A-805).

2. At ACT-I we include Armstrong Endura # 638, 2x2x3/4" tegular tile, suspended on exposed 15/16"
intermediate duty, Prelude XL grid, with 7/8" wall angle. (Similar, but not identical to USG Frost.)

3. At ACT-2 we include USG Sheetrock Brand Clima Plus # 3260, 2x2xI/2" square edge, suspended on
exposed 15/16" Donn DXLA aluminum cap grid, with 7/8" M7A wall angle.

4. At ACT-3 we include Armstrong Optima # 3250, 2x2xl" tegular tile, suspended on exposed 15/16"
intermediate duty, Prelude XL grid, with 718" wall angle. (USG Orion 270 no longer available.)

5. All tile and grid is standard white. No trim or extra supports for fixtures, diffusers, etc. No caulk at wall
angle. No shop drawings or testing.

a. To provide sound caulk at wall angle, add $20.818.00. $2.597.00. $2.723.00. $2.182.00.

6. We include 3-1/2" unfaced fiberglass sound batts laid on acoustic ceilings 48" out rrom walls where shown.

7. We are not responsible for NRC and CAC values inconsistent with tile noted above.

8. We have not seen structural plans. Proposal is based on maximum bar joist spacing of 48" OC to support our
ceiling suspension system. Hanger wires are tied to bar joists. No concrete inserts.

a. To provide CRC struts for wider bar joist spacing, subject to final structural design, add $28.637.00.
$6.456.00. $4.412.00. $3.007.00.

9. We include hold down clips within 10 feet of exterior doors.
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G. Section 09841-Acoustical Wall Panels (AWP):
1. We include AWP's only where noted below, based on AVL.

2. At dining room 02-100, we include 5' -4" high A WP's on north, west and east walls, per II A352 and AIA352.
Panels are noted as 8' on tloor plan 2-A I01, but scale at 5'-4" on A352, used 5'-4' per RFI answer.

3. At practice rooms 03-104 and 03-105, we include 8' high AWP's on walls where shown on 3-A30I.

4. At choral room 03- I02, we include AWP's per elevations on A926.

5. At building I, stair # I, we include A WP's where shown at AAlA350 (north & south walls) and D/A35 I.

6. At band room 03-103, we include A WP's per 13 and 14/A60I, where shown on A925.

7. At auditorium 03-101, we include A WP's per 14/A60I, where indicated, and at north wall of auditorium,
based on our interpretation.

8. At gym 04-101, we include 26 each of2' x 8' A WP's on south wall only. No other A WP's in Building 4.

a. To provide 26 identical A WP's on north wall of gym, add $3.937.00 (Buildinl! 4).
H. Section 09850-Alternate for Tectum Panels:

1. In alternate price, we include 1-1/2" Tectum panels as specified in paragraph 2.2.

2. Alternate includes Tectum at all walls of Building 3 Mezzanine room 03-200 on sheet 3-A I02, per your
answer to our RFI 10. Elsewhere, alternate includes Tectum at specific walls indicated on tloor plans.

a. To provide I x 2 PT furring behind Tectum, add $2.994.00. $590.00. $10.410.00. $1.334.00.

I. Clarifications to Drawine:s:
1. We include UL X528 GWB fire protection of columns at Servery room 02-104A, per 55/A603, where

indicated on tloor plan. No G WB fire protection of columns or beams elsewhere.

2. We exclude all work in shell areas. We exclude exterior canopies and covered walks. We exclude expansion
joint covers shown on A60 I.

3. Interior ceilings labeled on A805 as EXTGWB are MRGWB, not EXTGWB (rooms 04-1 15, 04-116, etc.).

4. Floor plans contlict with life safety plans. We went by tloor plans (compare B2/I-AIOIB with LS-IOI).

5. Wall type labels that are missing and/or inconsistent are subject to our interpretation. Some examples below:

a. All corridor walls at Building I, areas B, C and D on first tloor are CMU to deck.

b. Walls surrounding all stairwells in all buildings are CMU to deck.
c. Metal stud walls shown between classrooms are PIA.

d. South and west walls at corridor 02-112 in building 2 are P20A; north wall is P22A. Ceiling is not
rated (not needed since walls are rated).

e. Non-load-bearing CMU walls between classrooms are P22A similar, but not fire rated.

f. CMU walls at 151 and 2nd tloors surrounding rotunda go to deck.

6. Ceilings are per ceiling plans if in contlict with finish schedule. Acoustic shown in "wet" areas is ACT-2.

7. First tloor ceilings of stairs 2 and 3 in Building I are exposed concrete, per 1/A401 (finish schedule contlict).

8. We exclude /Taming to support interior metal roofs in Building 4 gym (see A and B/A354).

a. To provide 362S125-30 studs 16" OC and 087F125-30 hats 16" OC for support, add $1.649.00.

9. We include bulkhead soffits in media center along column lines C I and D I, shown on I-A I02A I-A202A,
but we exclude soffits at perimeter walls of media center shown at AAlA350, etc (contlict with tloor plan and
with ceiling plan). We include GWB bulkhead above folding wall in room 02-101, but no supports for wall.

10. We include I-hour shaftwall bulkhead around hoods, where shown on 2-A201, in rooms 02-102 and 02-103.

11. No work at roof curbs, crickets, etc. No work at raised tloors and ramps (control booth, etc).

12. At non-fire-rated wall types shown on A501 without sound insulation, studs terminate 4" above ceiling, with
diagonal bracing 48" oc.

13. All /Taming and out of wall blocking associated with casework and millwork is wood by others.

14. No insulation at interior or exterior furred CMU walls (none shown on plans).

15. We exclude round columns and dome.

a. To provide 16 round columns x 12" diameter (4/A402 and 17/A60 I) and one 20' diameter x 18" rise
dome at rotunda, all based on paint-ready Plasterform Fiberglass Reinforced Gypsum (FRG), in lieu
ofFRP specified, add $21.802.00 (Buildinl! 1).
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J. General Clarifications:

1. We exclude work of other specification sections. No plaster, no wood, etc.

2. Metal !Taming manufacturers approved in 09255 shall be approved in 05400, whether or not listed.

3. We relied on the accuracy and completeness of plans and plan details. We are not responsible for architect'
compliance with applicable codes, referenced (and unreferenced) standards or STC ratings. Missing
information and conflicting information is subject to our interpretation (too numerous to note all).

4. No overtime, permits, testing, inspections, fees, bonds, mold warranties or mold liability. No recycling or
LEED requirements. No punch-out before permanent lighting.

5. No shop drawings, coordination, layout or shop drawings, except where noted otherwise above.

6. Adequate power, water, fall-protection barricades, on-site dumpster, parking, climate control and temporal)
lighting provided by others.

7. Adequate lay-down area and suitable storage space shall be provided atjobsite for our materials.

8. This proposal is subject to mutually acceptable subcontract terms and construction schedule.

9. All option prices above are subject to the same clarifications as base bid.

10. No addenda. We acknowledge [CM's] answers to our RFI's I through 13.

11. All materials are priced for delivery to jobsite before 12/30/09. Material prices are subject to escalation fOi
later deliveries. Material prices are subject to manufacturers honoring their price protection.

12. This proposal is void after thirty days.

Respectfully Submitted,
Gary Mazzilli, Estimator

For questions about proposal, call Gary's cell phone # (352) 425-8225.


